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6 Reconstructing Metal Age landscapes 
– a methodology assessment 
In this chapter the applied approaches and methods are discussed and evaluated as to how they 
contribute to our understanding of small Metal Age surface scatters. The recommendations given in 
this chapter are a contribution to one of the central aims of the RLPI project: to develop a method for 
the detection and interpretation of small Metal Age surface scatters (see section 1.2). In this chapter, 
I will show that the intersection of fine-tuned field methodology and a robust site classification enables 
profound interpretations of small surface scatters, based on solid field observations and a regional 
framework in which these can be placed.  

The fieldwork results presented in Chapter 5 are used to assess the used methods for the detection, 
documentation and interpretation of pre- and protohistoric remains (section 6.1). This first part of this 
chapter presents my thoughts on what a ‘best practice’ for site detection of such remains should look 
like; and thus a contribution to the mitigation of practical field work biases as formulated in section 
3.4. In section 6.2, I evaluate the site classification, proposed in section 4.3.2, as a research tool. In 
this second part of the chapter, I focus on how our sampling approach contributed to our 
understanding of Metal Age landscapes by allowing us to integrate results at different scales – from 
the site-specific to site classes and landscape zones (section 6.2.2 and 6.2.3). In section 6.2.4 I review 
the classification criteria proposed in section 4.3.2, and in section 6.2.5 I update class membership on 
the basis of the results presented in Chapter 5.  

Although the following recommendations are based on our fieldwork experiences in Calabria, they 
may be useful for archaeologists working in other Mediterranean landscapes with similar geologies 
and land use regimes. It should nevertheless be stressed that the Raganello basin is an artefact-poor 
landscape in which the majority of the archaeological surface record consists of Metal Age remains, 
and the practical recommendations given here will probably be less applicable for areas with dense 
artefact multi-period ‘carpets’, such as are reported in Greece (Bintliff et al. 2007).  

Although geophysical techniques were used on all our test sites and often guided our further field 
strategy, the application of geophysics as an archaeological prospection tool are not discussed here, 
since it is subject of the separate study by dr. K. Armstrong. The intersection of archaeology and 
geophysics, an important component in the RLPI approach, is reviewed in the next Chapter 7. There I 
argue for the integration of high-resolution archaeological, geophysical and pedological datasets for 
the reconstruction of Metal Age landscapes on the basis of the recommendations given in this chapter.  
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6.1 Archaeological field methodology 

6.1.1 Positioning 
Precise positioning is crucial to be able to make and interpret associations and dissociations between 
surface, subsurface and geophysical data. For instance, in order to make reliable interpretations of 
coring profiles in relation to geomagnetic anomalies, we needed to be absolutely sure that the core 
was placed at the same location where the geophysical feature was detected. Investigating 
magnetometry features is especially challenging since the visualized signal as plotted in a 2D map does 
not only reflect the size of the feature causing the signal, but also, and more importantly, its magnetic 
enhancement. Therefore, a small iron nail can cause a large magnetic dipole anomaly, whereas a much 
larger pit may produce a weaker signal and thus a smaller anomaly. To control our intersection of 
datasets, accuracy within the cm range was thus essential.  In sloping areas such as the Raganello 
basin, such precision can only be reached using a Total Station (TS). The method is explained in the 
box ‘Total Station and DGPS’.  

Evaluation 
Precise positioning is not trivial and requires skill, knowledge of equipment, and awareness of local 
circumstances. Integration of different datasets and confirming associations across them can only be 
managed with absolute control over measurement systems. We learned this the hard way during our 
studies on Monte San Nicola (see section 5.2.5), where we repeatedly failed at locating subsurface 
features to explain anomalies in the magnetometry data. I use the Monte San Nicola example to 
illustrate the challenges of high-precision positioning for the integration of geophysical and 
archaeological data (see box ‘X does not mark the spot’). In other locations we also encountered 
offsets of several decimeters, for instance for the repeated grid survey of site RB113. There are three 

Total Station and DGPS 

A total station is an electronic theodolite - which measures angles - combined with an 
electronic distance meter. The distance is measured by shooting infrared signals of different 
frequencies to a reflecting surface, such as a mirror prism or a light-colored surface, and 
defining the wavelengths of the differing frequencies in the returned signal. According to the 
technical specifications of our instrument, an accuracy of ±(2 + 2 ppm x D) mm can be reached 
for distances up to 5000m using a mirror prism, or ±(3 + 2ppm x D) mm using reflective sheet 
targets within a range of 500m. The formulas indicate that the actual precision is a function of 
distance (D).  
The TS data were recorded in local coordinate systems at each of the investigated sites or 
clusters of sites. At least three local fixed points were used for each TS position, consisting of 
reflecting stickers on stable landscape parts such as large boulders, houses or concrete poles. 
The fixed points were later measured in with DGPS.  The local systems were required to be 
able to conduct revisits over several campaigns, while the DGPS data were vital to tie in the 
site studies with the regional patterns and the LiDAR / topographic data of the whole research 
area. The local measurement systems were tied to UTM coordinates by referencing the local 
fix points to known DGPS-measurements.    
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potential causes for positioning errors. On the basis of these issues I add recommendations for 
minimizing TS errors and maximizing measurement system reliability. 

The first, most critical, issue in repeated TS setups is the initializing procedure, during which the TS 
calculates its own position based on existing fix points. Our fixed points consisted of reflecting stickers, 
a surface which results in a less accurate return signal than a mirror prism. Although the error margin 
lies within the mm range when the TS stands on a stable surface and three fixed points are used, this 
margin increases when two instead of three fixed points are available, and even more so when both 
are near each other in the same quarter of the TS’s horizontal rotation range. This is exactly what 
happened on the north lobe of Monte San Nicola, where one of the three fixed points was accidentally 
removed by the farmer (see below).  

A second issue is that differential GPS (DGPS) measurements are not as accurate as they are often 
thought to be by archaeologists. Compared with handheld single receiver GPS systems, which typically 
have error margins of several meters, DGPS offers a much higher precision because it is based on the 
relative positioning of two satellite receivers1. Specifications by Leica, Topcon and Novatel indicate 
that single readings at targeted locations may reach accuracies in the cm range under perfect 
conditions, but quick initialization procedures and mobile mapping are far less accurate: precision is 
indicated by all suppliers to be approximately 25 cm. This is the reason why TS recording, or even more 
precise methods such as the Microscribe2, are vital in situations where sub-cm precision is required. 
The lower accuracy of DGPS measurements becomes problematic when point coordinates need to be 
reproduced for further study; for instance, when we want to place a core in a geophysical anomaly. 
This situation is illustrated in the box ‘X does not mark the spot’. 

The third issue is that maintaining stable measurement systems over several years is difficult, 
especially in unstable landscapes such as Calabria. Our research area is situated near the fault line 
between the African and European plate, as a result of which Calabria is a notoriously active tectonic 
area where many earthquakes occur. Southern Italy is estimated to move approximately 1 cm per year 
because of tectonic movement (see also section 2.1). Furthermore, local effects in the Sibaritide 
include both continental uplift and subsidence in the coastal plain. It is unrealistic to expect fixed 
points to be stable over decades under such circumstances, as can be seen in the 20 cm displacement 
over 20 years of an IGM datum point near Sibari (Feiken 2014: 27 note 30). Such tectonic mobility, 
uplift and subsidence can be modelled to predict the deviations from year to year, but this requires 
specialist knowledge that should be brought in from geodesy or geology. For the local measurement 

                                                            
1 Differential GPS is a positioning system based on the recorded signals of satellites orbiting the earth. The 
location is calculated by estimating the distance to different satellites, using the electromagnetic signals 
emitted by the satellites and dividing them by the speed of light. ‘Differential’ implies that the positioning 
procedure is based on the different readings of two separate receivers. One of these is a fixed base station, 
whereas the other is a mobile antenna with which different locations can be recorded. The two receivers are 
connected by radio. The initial position is estimated on the expected orbit of the satellites. This rather 
imprecise estimate can be corrected by different post-processing procedures, using the actual orbits which 
become available after some time (usually a month). The data for these real orbits can be obtained from 
several terrestrial reference points. In southern Italy, there is only one terrestrial reference point in Matera 
(Basilicata), some 120 km away from our research area. The corrected data can be accessed through paid data 
subscriptions, but there are also freely accessible options.  
2 The MicroScribe is a portable 3D digitizer which transforms point measurements into a 3D digital model 
(www.revware.net). 
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systems used during the RLPI project, this problem was not urgent, but it may be when fix points will 
be reproduced in future projects. 

As a conclusion, I should stress that durable fixed points should be used not only for local TS 
measurements, but also as a control of data supplied by different DGPS surveyors, and strict data 
supply standards should be maintained. Since two of three suppliers of DGPS data in the RLPI project 
did not specify their post-processing routine, we do not know how these data were compiled and 
which correction procedures were followed. No overlapping measurements for data comparison were 
taken except at site RB073 in the upland valley, where both the BSR and Eastern Atlas measured in a 
set of fix points. Here we established an offset of up to 2m between both DGPS datasets. 

X does not mark the spot: positioning problems on Monte San Nicola 

The Monte San Nicola is a hilltop with a relatively steep summit and gentle sloping lobes to the 
north, west, and east. The southern side of the hill has a steep upper slope. On top of the hill is 
a radio transmission station which actively emits signals. Protohistoric remains are found on the 
steep southern slope and on the north and south-west lobes (see also section 7.5.2). Successive 
investigations on this hilltop were plagued by positioning problems, but in the end a solution 
was found. This tragicomedy of errors is included here as a cautionary tale against blind 
confidence in positioning accuracy, but also as an incentive for the publication of more practical 
research failures. I think our discipline can benefit from learning from things that went wrong. 

Large-scale magnetic gradiometry survey was conducted by Eastern Atlas using their LEA MAX 
cart system in September 2011. On request, the company placed seven metal pins as 
measurement points for future work and recorded these with a self-developed differential GPS 
system, using Novatel SMART-V1G, 20Hz, SBAS/EGNOS, DGPS antennas. The base station 
receiver was located on a concrete structure near the radio transmission station. The metal pins 
were placed on the western and southern slopes, but not on the north lobe as there was no 
natural rock to hammer a pin into. The magnetic measurements were positioned in real-time by 
attaching the rover to the cart; additional positioning across individual transects was achieved 
with an odometer. The fix points and the magnetic data are relative to each other. All data was 
rendered in UTM WGS84. Relative accuracy between the base station and the rover under 
optimal circumstances is 2cm; absolute accuracy based on RINEX corrections of the base station 
location is usually better than 50cm (Ullrich and De Neef 2010). However, under the specific 
circumstances of Monte San Nicola, the relative and absolute accuracy of the DGPS signal may 
have been degraded by the radio signal from the station on the summit. This is especially critical 
for measurements on the north and east lobe, where the radio tower stands between the base 
station and the rover; radio communication between the two antennas may have been 
considerably disturbed, as may have been the reception of satellite signals.  

Problems arose when we tried to conduct targeted augering in the circular magnetic anomalies 
on the north lobe. Since the coring locations were aimed at local features with diameters of 
approximately a meter, positioning needed to be precise. We tried fixing the locations with a 
hand-held GPS, but failed to locate deposits which could explain the presence of the elevated 
magnetic amplitudes: all corings yielded disturbed soil profiles consisting of a plough zone 
directly on top of a silty C-horizon. 
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[X does not mark the spot – continued] 

In 2012 we resolved the targeting problem by conducting a repeated magnetometry survey. This 
time we used a Bartington Grad601 dual-sensor array, which requires data collection in a 
rectangular grid. The grid was set out in a new measurement system, based on three local 
measurement points, marked with reflector stickers on a rock and two electricity poles. We used 
this 30 x 30 m grid to do a re-survey of the complete north lobe, including a TS survey of the four 
30 x 30 m units covering the circular anomalies. These re-surveys yielded a dense cluster of 
protohistoric pottery (site RB216) and a diffuse spread of impasto and speckled ware (site 
RB233), which made us suspect that the anomalies seen in the Eastern Atlas magnetometry 
could be related to the archaeological surface distribution. This made a precise positioning of 
these anomalies all the more pressing, not least since the augerings of the previous year had 
shown that erosion and plough damage might endanger any remaining features. This time, we 
first tried to pinpoint the center of selected anomalies using measuring tape from the borders 
of the survey grid in which the repeated data was collected. Once again, we encountered only 
silty C-horizons except in one location where a reddish deposit with charcoal and pottery was 
recorded. In any case, we recorded the coring location with the TS. Plotted in GIS, the location 
appeared to be on the outer edge of a circular anomaly in the Bartington magnetometry data.  

In 2013, we returned to the Monte San Nicola to confirm that the red deposit in the soil mapping 
core could indeed be associated with the nearby magnetic anomaly. We thought this would be 
uncomplicated, since we now had TS locations for the 2012 survey grid, and the TS record for 
the specific coring location. However, it turned out not to be that easy. The farmer had ploughed 
the north lobe and removed the boulder on which one of our reflector tape fixed points was 
attached. Therefore, the TS initialization routine was based on the two remaining fixed points 
on the electricity poles. From anywhere on the north lobe, these two points lie within the same 
quarter of the TS’s horizontal rotation range. The disappearance of the third fixed point thus 
reduced the reliability of the TS initialization. Our fears were confirmed when, once again, we 
failed to hit upon either the reddish deposit, or on any other magnetically enhanced feature. 
Turning to topsoil stripping as a quick mapping method was equally unsuccessful:  in a 1 x 1 m 
area set out to cover an anomaly in the 2012 Bartington data, only the natural, light-colored silty 
C-horizon was encountered below the plough zone.  

We were now quite uncertain about our targeting abilities, the TS precision, and about the 
visible properties of the magnetic anomalies. We decided to give it one last try. This was inspired 
by the newly ploughed up, high quality material, which suggested that archaeological reservoirs 
must be present and actively exposed. Once more, we set out the 2012 survey grid, and re-
surveyed one 30 x 30 m area with a single-sensor FM254 gradiometer. Subsequently we 
recorded the grid pegs in a new TS file (based on the same remaining two fix points), to 
investigate a possible dislocation of the TS data. When imported into GIS, there indeed turned 
out to be a dislocation of 2 m between the set-out 2012 grid and the newly recorded TS file. This 
illustrates that the setting procedure with our TS, using two nearby measurement points, is not 
reliable enough for targets where a precision in the cm range is required.  
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Recommendations 
• Build in durable control points at each investigated site / area, and use these to calibrate 

positioning between different providers 
• Absolute transparency in post-processing routines of DGPS data is essential to allow 

retracing positioning offsets 
• In TS measurements, hold the mirror prism as close to the ground as possible, to minimize 

offset due to swaying 
• Use metal pins as fixed points where possible, these are more durable than reflector stickers 

6.1.2 Surveys and re-surveys 
Archaeological field walking survey data from the RAP were the starting point of the RLPI project. The 
aim of the RLPI was to extract more information from part of this dataset: the small impasto pottery 
scatters. This aim implies that the survey dataset itself is limited in the options it offers for the 
reconstruction of Metal Age land use and rural settlement. After a review of the RAP survey 
documentation and finds descriptions did not yield the desired level of spatial and chronological 
control needed for associations with geophysical data from pilot surveys (2006, 2008, 2010; see 
Chapter 4), it became clear that additional work was needed. Therefore, goal of the archaeological 
survey work within the RLPI was to obtain more detail of the Metal Age material distribution, to be 
used alongside other detection methods. Furthermore, the RLPI surveys were aimed at collecting 
more diagnostic Metal Age material, to arrive at better descriptions of site assemblages in functional 
and chronological terms. Finally, a comparison between the RAP data and the high resolution RLPI 
data allows an assessment of the reliability of the GIA survey strategy for the mapping of pre- and 

[X does not mark the spot – continued] 

Using measurement tapes from the grid pegs of this second dataset of repeated magnetometry, 
we set out a new 1 x 1 m area for topsoil stripping over a strong circular anomaly. This time, 
finally, we encountered a dark, circular feature directly below the plough layer (site RB245a). 
High quality impasto sherds, bone fragments, and pebbles were seen inside it. This feature 
confirmed what we were looking for all along: the spatial and temporal association between the 
surface scatter, magnetic anomaly, and archaeological feature.  

The moral of the story is that absolute positioning is not trivial for highly detailed investigations 
such as ours. Our starting point was already too imprecise for our goals at MSN: the absolute 
accuracy of <50 cm in the EA data is too coarse for locating features smaller than 1 m in diameter. 
However, our own measurement system was also subject to crucial dislocations. Such failures 
are never or at best rarely published - we only hear of the successes. However, anecdotes and 
personal comments suggest that we are not the only ones struggling with positioning. Large-
scale geophysical survey is commonly known to be subject to dislocations such. For regional 
mapping surveys, large structural remains and urban situations this may not be too much of a 
problem, but it is for the integration of multi-disciplinary approaches on ephemeral pre- and 
protohistoric remains. Until mobile DGPS gets more precise, the solution lies in adding both extra 
fix points and extra methods: test pits or excavations or topsoil stripping. As will be discussed 
below in section 6.1.4, this latter method is valuable for quick, minimally invasive mapping of 
near-surface features. 
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protohistoric surface remains: how much did we see, and how much did we miss? This is crucial, since 
the strategy was developed in the relatively rich archaeological environment of Lazio, and without 
many changes adopted in artefact-poor landscapes such as Calabria and the north-western Crimea. 

Evaluation 
The re-surveys were all conducted with a surface coverage of at least 40% (5 m walker interval), double 
the standard RAP routine. Paired with smaller collection units of maximum 30 x 30 m, we reached a 
much higher resolution than the RAP surveys. Obviously, higher resolution leads to more detail, but it 
is also more time consuming (Banning 2002: 95; Cochran 1963: 245). The question is whether the time 
and effort of these high resolution surveys are worthwhile, in other words if they yield a new level of 
information which we could not have extrapolated from the RAP survey data.  

The advantages of high resolution survey can be divided into two broad realms. The first is the high 
spatial control over the data, especially when such surveys are accompanied by a precise positioning 
routine. Unlike the RAP surveys, which depended on sketches and GPS measurements, we recorded 
all survey unit corners with the TS. This is essential for establishing the precise locations of 
concentrations of surface material, but also to make associations with other datasets. The TS surveys 
in which each individual artefact was recorded allow even more detailed observations about the 
absolute finds densities, boundaries, shape, and haloes of surface scatters, and theoretically also 
about intra-site distributions. Secondly, detailed surveys are instrumental in obtaining larger and more 
informative finds assemblages, which can lead to better chronology and functional classification. 

Table 6.1. Site extent of scatters where TS surveys were conducted (for locations see FIG. 5.3 and 5.4). 

Site Site class Approximate extension Halo  
RB047 Rich foothill scatter 11 x 18 m 38 x 50 m 
RB114a Storage vessel site 9x 14 m  
RB114b Storage vessel site 6 x 13 m (on field edge)  
RB114c Storage vessel site 5 x 8 m  
RB114d Storage vessel site 6 x 11 m  
RB194 Simple foothill scatter 6 x 13 m  
RB219d Storage vessel site 4 x 8 m  
RB219h Storage vessel site 7 x 12 m  
RB231 Storage vessel site 6 x 8 m; rectangular structure  
RB240 Storage vessel site 3 x 5 m  
RB241 Storage vessel site 5 x 9 m  
RB242 Storage vessel site 6 x 8 m  
RB243 Storage vessel site 6 x 10 m  
RB244 Storage vessel site 7 x 15 m; rectangular structure  
RB248 Storage vessel site 6 x 10 m 13 x 25 m 
RB249 Storage vessel site 4 x 5 m  
RB251 Simple foothill scatter 6 x 8 m  
RB252 Simple foothill scatter 5 x 6 m; rectangular structure  
RB254 Storage vessel site 4 x 9 m; rectangular structure  
RB255 Storage vessel site 2,5 x 4 m  
RB072 Simple upland scatter 16 x 20 m  
RB073 Simple upland scatter 10 x 11 m  
RB174 Simple upland scatter 32 x 50 m 50 x 58 m 
RB214 Simple upland scatter 30 x 50 m  
RB216 Funereal site (MSN) 6 x 14 m  
RB233 Funereal site (MSN) 24 x 24 m  
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The labour-intensive TS surveys were useful in two ways: they confirm the suggestion by Banning 
(2002: 82) that archaeological surface scatters are elliptical rather than circular. This is helpful in 
calculating the detection probability of Metal Age sites (see below). Furthermore, they reveal that site 
size varies between the different landscape zones (Table 6.1): sites in the foothills typically range 
between 4 and 15 meters’ diameter and haloes up to 25 m, with rich foothill site RB047 (for location 
see FIG. 5.2; for the finds distribution see Appendix 1) measuring 18 x 11 m. The upland sites are much 
larger, between 10 to 50 meters, with haloes extending to 58 m.  

The disadvantages of high resolution survey are related to the effort needed to conduct the fieldwork 
and process the data. Smaller survey units mean more documentation and more finds collections. 
Evidently, more manpower is required to obtain high coverage. Higher coverage leads to higher finds 
quantities, which need to be processed and, in our case, stored. Precise positioning by TS is an extra 
time-consuming activity to be added to survey time, especially when all artefacts are recorded. The 
TS recording of all individual artefacts found at site RB047, for instance, cost us a whole day; whereas 
surveying the field at 100% coverage and marking all the artefacts with flags was only a morning’s 
work for five people. 

Success rate and detection probability 
The success rate of our high resolution surveys in comparison to the RAP data can be quantified, but 
some caveats have to be made. Firstly, most of our high resolution surveys were conducted in areas 
which had been surveyed before, so that the conditions were not pristine. We also assume that the 
areas which we surveyed for the first time have changed much over the past few years: we are aware 
of the natural and anthropogenic processes which affected the archaeological record in the period 
between the RAP surveys (2002-2006) and the RLPI surveys (2011-2014). In some cases, this period 
was 10 years, during which conceivably much erosion or plough damage occurred. A second remark 
concerns the more advanced knowledge of the landscape and the archaeological material we had 
during the revisits, a point which will be elaborated below in section 6.1.6. During the RLPI we were 
focused only on Metal Age remains which allowed us to scan for specific ware groups, or as somebody 
said “to put on our impasto glasses”, whereas the all-period RAP surveys searched for all remains. And 
finally, some of our re-surveys were not completely ‘blind’: we already had geophysical data which 
informed us of locations of interest, for instance at sites RB113, RB219, RB242 and RB243. 

The best area for which to quantify and evaluate the RAP and RLPI survey methods is the Contrada 
Damale, where we conducted most re-surveys and surveys in new fields. In Table 6.2, the site classes, 
their members at the start of the project in 2010 and new additions at the end of the RLPI are listed. 
During the RAP surveys, 236 survey units had been surveyed in the Contrada Damale, with a total 
surface of little over 52 hectares (approximately ¼ of the total area). In these units, a total of 40 Metal 
Age sites was recorded, which I classified according to the types proposed in section 4.3.2. The 
densities of each site class per hectare, status quo 2010, are listed in the third column of Table 6.2.  
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Table 6.2. Site counts in the Contrada Damale at the start of the RLPI project (2010) and at the end (2015) 

Site 
class 

Sites 2010 2010 
density 
(sites / 
surveyed 
area)  

Re-
surveyed 

Newly 
discovered 

Of which 
in RAP 
units 

In new 
areas 

2015 
count 

2015 
density  
(sites / 
surveyed 
area) 

Simple 
impasto 
scatter 

15  
(sites RB048, 
RB049, RB063, 
RB065, RB069, 
RB070, RB088, 
RB091, RB098, 
RB099, RB100, 
RB102, RB106, 
RB107, RB114) 

0,27 / ha 1 (site 
RB114) 

+3 (RB194, 
RB251 and 
RB252) 
-2 (sites RB070 
and RB114 are 
storage vessel 
site) 

3 (RB194, 
RB251 and 
RB252) 
-2 (sites 
RB070 and 
RB114) 

- 16 0,26 /ha 

Simple 
storage 
vessel 
scatter 

23  
(sites RB064, 
RB066, RB067, 
RB68, RB071, 
RB079, RB087, 
RB090, RB094, 
RB095, RB096, 
RB097, RB103, 
RB104, RB105, 
RB108, RB109, 
RB110, RB111, 
RB112, RB113, 
RB188, RB219) 

0,42 / ha 5 (sites 
RB094, 
RB095, 
RB104, 
RB113, 
RB219) 

22  
(sites RB070, 
RB114a-d, 
RB219c-g, 
RB231, RB239, 
RB240, RB241, 
RB242, RB243, 
RB244, RB248, 
RB249, RB250, 
RB254, RB255 

12 (sites 
RB070, 
RB114a-d, 
RB231, 
RB239, 
RB242, 
RB243, 
RB250, 
RB254, 
RB255) 

10 (sites 
RB219c-
g, RB240, 
RB241, 
RB244, 
RB248, 
RB249) 

45 0,77 / ha 

Rich 
storage 
vessel 
site 

4  
(sites RB050, 
RB078, RB089, 
RB101) 

0,07 / ha 1 (site 
RB050) 

1  
(site RB228) 

1 (site 
RB228) 

- 5 0,08 / ha 

Total 42 0,70 / ha  7 24 (with 5 re-
confirmed 
known sites 
2,24 / ha) 

14 10 (2,03 / 
ha) 

66 1,12 / ha 

  

During the RLPI campaigns we surveyed a total area of almost 13 hectares in the Contrada Damale; 
almost 5 hectares of which in new, previously non-surveyed fields3. All of these areas were surveyed 
initially at 40% surface coverage, except for units 6415-6423 which were surveyed at 20% surface 
coverage. Subsequently, targeted site surveys were done of selected areas at 100% coverage. The 
results are remarkable: we recorded 24 new Metal Age sites in the Contrada Damale, 10 of which in 
new fields; an increase of 60% of the total site count in roughly a quarter of the surface covered by 
the RAP surveys. Five known sites were confirmed (RB050, RB094, RB095, RB104, and RB219), while 
two were deconstructed into multiple discrete scatters: site RB113 was divided into five separate sites 
(RB250, RB251, RB252, RB254, RB255) while RB114 was deconstructed in four discrete concentrations 
(RB114a-d). Site RB219, which was known but had never been systematically surveyed due to poor 
visibility, was refined to seven discrete concentrations, named RB219a-g. 

The increase in the number of sites can be explained by the increased detection probability during the 
RLPI, and not just by higher survey intensity. We surveyed at an average of 40% coverage, where the 
RAP surveys usually covered 20% of the surface. However, if we simplistically calculate the difference 

                                                            
3 Total surface 12.948 hectares, of which 4.926 hectares in new fields. 
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in site number based on these coverages, we arrive at a calculation of the ‘density of effort’ and not 
of detection probability (Banning 2002: 63)4. To do so, the influence of visibility factors and material 
obtrusiveness has to be taken into account, and the probability of detection for different targets 
(sites). The overall visibility was relatively high during the RAP surveys and the circumstances during 
the RLPI re-surveys were equally favourable, so this does not explain the increase in site numbers. The 
probability of detection, however, was significantly higher in the RLPI re-surveys, for several reasons. 
First of all, we have a better grasp on the size and shape of Metal Age scatters through the TS surveys 
and thus more insight in the detectability of these sites. Furthermore, the estimated detectability of 
Metal Age scatters was much larger than in the RAP surveys due to our increased knowledge of 
material categories and specific focus on unobtrusive materials. Finally, our detection rate may be a 
product of a changed perception of ‘sites’: what during the RLPI restudies is called a ‘site’, may have 
been considered off-site material during the RAP surveys, or included in an aggregate of several low-
density material clusters (see section 4.2). 

Site detection is a function of the site orientation and the angle at which it is approached. With the TS 
surveys, we had established that the Metal Age scatters in the Raganello basin are without exception 
of elliptical shape. The detection of elliptical targets has been studied for geological purposes, and 
subsequently adopted for archaeological field walking (Drew 1966; Singer and Drew 1976; Banning 
2002: 82). If we look at the site sizes recorded with the TS surveys (Table 6.1), only one out of 20 sites 
is certain to be intersected with a 10 m walker interval (site RB047): both its short and long axis are 
greater than the 10 m walker distance. However, intersection does not necessarily imply site 
detection, certainly in case of unobtrusive materials in an all-period survey such as the RAP surveys. 
Moreover, there are general problems of recognizing sites when their edges are intersected (Krakker 
et al. 1983: 473-474; Banning 2002: 105). Thus, assuming that the site extensions of the 20 TS surveys 
in the foothills are representative for all 77 sites in this landscape zone, theoretically the RAP surveys 
with a typical coverage of 20% would have missed 19 out of 20 Metal Age scatters. That still so many 
scatters were found is probably due to the fact that much significance was given to even single impasto 
sherds, leading to more intensive total samples of the areas around them, and to the possibly 
exceptional density of such small scatters in this landscape zone. The situation is quite different in the 
uplands: of the four TS survey datasets, the smallest scatter is 10 x 11 m (site RB073) and all would 
thus have been intersected by a 10m walker interval. 

The detailed TS surveys allow making recommendations for ideal walker intervals for surveys of Metal 
Age landscapes such as the Raganello basin. The formula proposed by Banning (2002: 106) to calculate 
intersection probability for ellipses is useful, although we have to keep in mind that ‘intersection’ does 
not automatically imply ‘detection’, especially with unobtrusive materials such as impasto pottery: 

Pe(s) = (1- b/l) (2l / πs) + (b/ l) (l/s) 

                                                            
4 The calculation of effort in the RAP units is 0.70 sites per hectare, at an average of 20% surface coverage. If 
we simply assume that the coverage is the same as the sampling fraction of the total number of sites, this 
means that we would have missed another 80% of the sites in the Contrada Damale, the total density in the 
Contrada Damale would have been 3.84 sites per hectare. The 24 new sites and the 5 confirmed known ones 
in the RLPI survey areas lead to a density of effort of 2.24 sites per hectare. At an average of 40% coverage, 
this would imply that there must be 5.6 sites per hectare. 
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(Pe is the probability of intersection of an ellipse, s is transect spacing, b is width of the ellipse, l is the 
greatest length of the ellipse). 

If we calculate this for the average scatter recorded in the TS surveys, an ellipse of approximately 6 x 
10 m, we see that the detection probability is positive at 5 m (Table 6.3).  

Table 6.3. Intersection probability for different ellipse (scatter) sizes and transect intervals. The ellipse ratio b/l is 
assumed to be 0,6, the average of the scatters recorded in the 20 TS surveys in the foothills. 

Pe(s) = (1- b/l) (2l / πs) + (b/ l) (l/s) 
 

s = 10 m s = 5 m s = 2 m 

l = 10 m 0.86 1.10 1.86 
l = 5 m 0.56 0.85 2.13 

 

Materials and assemblages 
Increased site density, detection probability and more precise location are not the only results of the 
RLPI surveys; we also obtained more detail in site assemblages and the recovery of material 
categories. However, not all site classes profit from more finds. The simple upland impasto scatters 
remain poorly datable because we simply did not find any additional diagnostic pieces, even in the 
test pit at site RB073. As will be explained in section 7.5.3, I now think the reason for this is that these 
scatters are not the ploughed out remains of discrete activity foci, but the locally exposed products of 
secondary deposits. 

An important observation is that we found lithic fragments on all re-surveyed and newly discovered 
sites, in the Contrada Damale but also in the uplands. The ubiquitous presence of this material 
category was unattested in the RAP surveys, where lithics were recovered only incidentally, and 
usually off-site. Apparently, lithics escaped detection due to their low obtrusiveness, but possibly also 
because it is quite difficult to focus on different colours and materials while field walking. The potential 
presence of a hidden lithic landscape obscured by a ceramic bias was tested by two targeted lithics 
surveys in 2012 and 2014. In 2012, RAP survey units were resurveyed by a team of lithics experts, 
while in 2014 random fields in different geological zones were targeted. While these surveys did 
indeed yield a very diffuse distribution of lithic artefacts in the Raganello basin, there are no discrete 
concentrations of prehistoric artefacts except for one diffuse scatter on the marine terraces and a 
concentration of obsidian flakes at simple Metal Age site RB057 in the foothills. The results of the 
lithics experiments are not part of the present study and will be published separately (Van Leusen et 
al. forthcoming). Nevertheless, they are of interest here since the results suggest that the presence of 
chert, flint, quarzitic sandstone and obsidian artefacts in impasto pottery concentrations cannot be 
explained merely as the result of palimpsest prehistoric and protohistoric landscapes. Although most 
of the lithics in our Metal Age assemblages cannot be dated, the spatial association with impasto 
pottery concentrations suggests that they are part of these assemblages.  

Establishing patterns in the distribution of material categories within Metal Age scatters was one of 
the aims of the TS surveys. While in some locations we can observe some diffuse distribution patterns 
for different dolio a cordoni o fasce fabrics (for instance site RB244; De Neef and Van Leusen 
forthcoming), the fact that most fragments of impasto look like abraded lumps of undefined vessel 
shapes makes it impossible to discern intra-site functional patterns. Although the detailed TS surveys 
yielded more diagnostic feature sherds, this proved not to be enough to assign them to specific 
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locations for cooking or storage. Nevertheless, the almost complete absence of impasto in some 
occasions (site RB241; Appendix 1 section 2.10; De Neef and Van Leusen forthcoming) suggests that 
these sites had a specific storage function. 

Returning to the question at the start of this section - were the time and effort spent on the high 
resolution surveys worthwhile - the answer must be yes: the staggering increase of sites and the 
elevated site densities inform of a remarkably densely occupied protohistoric landscape in this part of 
the foothills, even more than we suspected on the basis of the RAP data. The fact that this increase 
occurs mainly in the site class of the storage vessel sites, and not in the simple Metal Age scatters, 
reveals that this dense occupation is related to a specific site class. The more accurate chronologies 
we obtained for these sites allow us to pin this increase to the FBA, whereas the more precise scatter 
boundaries tell of their limited size and dispersion over the Contrada Damale. The presence of lithic 
artefacts throughout our Metal Age site catalogue is another valuable result of the high resolution 
surveys. Furthermore, the fact that through precise positioning we are now able to associate these 
scatters with geophysical anomalies and subsurface deposits (section 7.5), adds to the deeper 
understanding we have of this part of the Metal Age landscape. 

Discussion 
As mentioned above, it is not entirely fair to compare the RAP and RLPI surveys only in numbers. We 
have to take into account the fact that the RAP surveys were not solely aimed at mapping the Metal 
Age landscape, but the settlement dynamics through time, from protohistory to the post-antique. In 
this respect, the detail accomplished by the RAP is one of the highest in Mediterranean field walking 
survey: few diachronic surveys have used standardized 50 x 50 m units, 20% surface coverage, and 
total collection of picked up material (for an overview, see Mattingly 2000). The fact that the majority 
of the sites recorded by the RAP are indeed small Metal Age scatters shows that these surveys were 
successful at mapping Metal Age presence, and that finding them is no coincidence. Of course it also 
suggests that the Raganello basin is an atypical landscape: where in other projects pre- and 
protohistoric remains often become obscured by carpets of later material (Bintliff et al. 1999), here 
the remarkable scarcity of remains from these later periods allows us a relatively unobstructed view 
on the earlier periods. 

Site detection between RAP and RLPI 
We have established that the RAP surveys missed some clear concentrations recorded during the RLPI. 
While I can substantiate only the detection probabilities demonstrated above, I think we have to take 
into account more factors: small concentrations may indeed have been overlooked, field walkers were 
not experienced enough to spot every small piece of impasto or lithic material, adverse visibility has a 
higher effect on the recovery of Metal Age artefacts than on those from later periods, and the 
thresholds for establishing a ‘site’ were not absolute – the commonly lower densities in Metal Age 
scatters may unconsciously have been compared with densities for later periods. This latter point may 
also have led to the formation of the aggregate sites: while the separate concentrations were not felt 
to be significant enough, the combination of several nearby areas of elevated impasto densities was 
applied to mark general Metal Age presence. Furthermore, ongoing tillage will also have contributed 
to the exposure of new sites. The fact that I have to resort to speculation here indicates that there is 
still little known about the mechanisms of field detection and decision making in field walking surveys; 
therefore, the survey experiments started in 2014 by Van Leusen and Witmer are laudable and should 
be expanded (and published). 
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Find densities 
An important difference between the RAP and RLPI surveys was that in the latter project we put much 
more meaning even on very diffuse distributions of Metal Age artefacts; in other words, low density 
distributions could become a site in the RLPI where in the RAP they would not have been recognized. 
This had much to do with the multi-disciplinary approach and the associations with geophysical 
surveys. The gradiometry surveys yielded a number of anomalies, some of them evidently or 
potentially anthropogenic, without known nearby scatters; therefore, low densities of surface 
material were felt to be significant. A good example is the diffuse distribution of impasto on the MSN 
north lobe, which occurred in an area where circular anomalies were detected. After we had 
established that these anomalies were caused by archaeological features in which similar ceramics 
were deposited, the diffuse spread of impasto in the general area was recorded as site RB233.  

Site manifestations, association with geophysical features, and definition 
The interplay between surface recording and geophysical data underlines an important issue: a ‘site’ 
in the RLPI may have more manifestations than just a surface one. Its identification may depend solely 
on surface material, but it may also be based on multiple types of evidence, such as was the case in 
site RB233 mentioned above. We now also have subsurface features which are confirmed to date to 
the Metal Ages, but which do not produce pottery on the surface. To avoid confusion with site id’s in 
the RAP catalogue, these features are referred to by a geophysical anomaly label. Examples include 
the rectangular structures A1, A2 and A3 at site RB219, the sinuous anomaly near site RB073 and the 
rectangular features near site RB063. 

The fact that we have a number of such anthropogenic anomalies without apparent surface 
manifestation, but which nonetheless are confirmed to be of archaeological relevance, leads to two 
observations. First of all, it is possible that these features are relatively well-preserved, since they most 
likely would have caused a recognizable surface scatter if recently touched by the plough or soil 
erosion. This is confirmed by the two anomalies A2 and A3 at site RB219, where no archaeological 
features were visible on the exposed surface after the plough soil was stripped away (see section 
5.2.5). This is good news in times in which archaeologists are alarmed by the generally high speed at 
which archaeological landscapes are destroyed by modern agricultural practice, but their detection 
near the surface means that they are in no way safe against future damage. The second point is that 
they put an exclamation mark to Vincent Gaffney’s observation that “survey is not enough” (Gaffney 
2000) for the reconstruction of Metal Age landscapes. The added value of integrated approaches will 
be further explored in Chapter 7. 

Recommendations 
• Survey for Metal Age remains in our type of landscape: 30 x 30 m units, walker distance max 

5 m 
• Keep all finds for future study 
• Train for lithics and other poorly visible material categories 
• Further experiments with survey techniques, visibility factors and field strategies is needed 

to be able to test common assumptions of surface recovery 
• Integrate survey with other detection techniques to uncover more aspects and 

manifestations of past land use 
• Understanding of landscape taphonomy is crucial for interpretations of surface distributions 

and establishing the presence of buried landscapes 
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6.1.3 Coring and augering 
Coring is a minimally invasive method employed for obtaining subsurface data: it allows a very local 
key hole into soils and deposits. Coring was applied in the RLPI for various reasons and by all disciplines 
involved. In archaeological sites, we conducted manual augerings to establish the presence of 
archaeological deposits and / or materials with archaeological relevance, and the depth at which these 
occurred. In order to define magnetic anomalies as anthropogenic or natural, we placed cores inside 
and outside such features looking for the deposits causing the anomaly. These ‘geophysical’ cores 
were usually accompanied by soil sampling at different depths or by borehole magnetic susceptibility 
measurements. For soil studies, coring was applied as a mapping tool. This included both the broad 
mapping of soil variation in the Raganello basin, and the more detailed mapping of slope processes 
around archaeological sites to describe the background to local site-specific situations.  

Evaluation 
Coring allows a quick and minimally invasive scan of natural and anthropogenic soil profiles. It can 
yield a good overview of soils, both on a broad landscape scale and on detailed site level. Compared 
to other invasive methods it is low-cost, can be done by one or two people, and leaves almost no 
traces except for a small borehole.  

The method also has a number of disadvantages. First of all, its success depends on local 
circumstances. Stony soils greatly hinder depth penetration and can lead to wrong interpretations, as 
we have seen at the debris slope of site RB130. Furthermore, dried out soils are almost impossible to 
penetrate. As our 2011 test showed, this applies to both manually operated cores and to mechanical 
drills (FIG. 6.1). In autumn 2013, we repeatedly broke the leverage pin of the Pürckhauer gouge when 
it got stuck in dried out soils. Therefore, coring in our type of landscape should preferably be 
undertaken in wet seasons such as winter and spring. Secondly, coring depends on manpower: you 
need to be physically fit to be able to do more than a few cores in a row. The Edelman screw movement 
is particularly damaging if not executed properly, and extracting gouges can put a heavy strain on the 
back. These restrictions imply that Dutch-style prospective coring in dense grids is not feasible in 
Mediterranean landscapes, but it is worthwhile for a quick-scan or targeted investigation. Obviously, 
in the latter case some other dataset is needed to select the coring locations. 

The Pürckhauer hammer gouge is a useful tool for documenting near-surface deposits. In principle, it 
also enables MS borehole measurements as the 3 cm diameter allows the MS-B probe to have close 
all around soil contact. The gouge provides a relatively undisturbed soil profile, although some 
compression may occur under high pressure blows. The gouge profile allows thin layers and subtle 
texture or colour changes to be seen, but the narrow diameter decreases the chance of encountering 
archaeological indicators such as charcoal, bone and ceramics. Since the gouge cannot be extended, 
this method is only suitable for describing soils and deposits within 1 m. For this reason, we did not 
use the Pürckhauer for soil mapping. 
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Figure 6.1. Attempt to get the Cobra mechanical drill into the ground near site RB050 (foothills), April 2011. 

The Edelman screw auger can be extended, and is therefore suitable for documenting soil profiles up 
to depths of several meters. The method is coarser than gouge coring, because soil is not extracted in 
a single continuous profile but in a series of boreheads. The soil is also twisted within the boreheads, 
so that subtle layers are disturbed. Soil falling into the borehole ends up in the next sample; therefore, 
the top of each borehead has to be removed. Nevertheless, the technique allows the mapping of deep 
stratigraphies and extracts much more material than is possible with a gouge. This increases the 
chance of locating archaeological material. We consistently used the 7 cm diameter borehead; 
experiments with the larger 10 cm borehead proved to be too strenuous in the hard, stony soils. 

Discussion 
The usefulness of manual coring for archaeological research lies in the relatively quick and minimally 
disturbing way of assessing the preservation of soil profiles and the presence of archaeological 
deposits. The presence of complete natural soil profiles including an A, E, B, and C horizon is an 
indication for the potential preservation of archaeological remains in an area: the E-B horizons are the 
layers in which archaeological remains can be expected. However, such complete profiles are rare in 
agricultural areas: the top horizons are usually disturbed by ploughing.  

In landscapes with high rates of soil movement, such as our research area, slope processes may lead 
to multiple phases of pedogenesis. This means that a soil profile can contain multiple B and C horizons, 
and theoretically also the A and E. Therefore, even if the top A-E-B horizons are disturbed, buried older 
paleosols may be preserved. In our research project, coring has allowed us to establish such sequences 
in several locations in the Raganello basin. The best examples occur in the Maddalena catchment, 
where surprisingly deep stratigraphies were mapped near sites RB073, RB173, RB174 and RB175. A B2 
horizon was also observed in the field above site RB050 in the Contrada Damale. Thus coring enables 
the discovery and mapping of buried landscapes beyond the range of near-surface detection methods. 
Coring was equally indispensable for the pedological studies and the reconstructions of taphonomic 
processes on and near archaeological surface sites.  
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However, the broad scale of the pedological studies and reconstructions often did not agree with the 
detail demanded by archaeological questions of specific situations. We had to redo some of the 
pedological cores because they made sense from a soil science point of view, but not from an 
archaeological one. This was for instance the case at site RB174, a palimpsest protohistoric and 
Hellenistic surface scatter at the base of a terrace. According to the initial pedological reconstruction, 
heavy soil deflation occurred at the base of the terrace, resulting in very shallow soils of only a few 
decimeters on top of rocky subsoil. However, the presence of a dense surface scatter with freshly 
ploughed up material suggested that some archaeological deposit must still be present. Repeated 
cores indeed confirmed that the soils at the base of the terrace were not as thin as initially thought, 
but reached up to more than a meter. This example again shows that stony soils can cause 
misinterpretations. It also illustrates that the broad-scale pedological reconstructions, evidently partly 
based on hypotheses founded on local morphology, can profit from archaeological observations. The 
collaboration between disciplines can indeed lead to a better understanding of landscapes history. 

Recommendations 
• Coring is important for reconstructions of deposition processes, mapping natural 

background, and detecting buried archaeological remains, and should be integrated in any 
field walking survey (if permissions allow invasive work) 

• Coring is important for the integration between site-specific and regional observations 
• In our type of landscape, coring is not suitable for large-scale archaeological prospection due 

to hard soils 
• Manual augering is feasible; mechanical drilling is not suitable for stony soils  
• In Mediterranean landscapes, coring should be done during wet seasons  
• Integrate detailed archaeological questions into broad-scale landscape mapping, and be 

critical of situations where archaeological reservoirs are insufficiently explained 
• Be aware of the limitations of this approach, namely the misleading soil profile descriptions 

obtained in stony soils  
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6.1.4 Topsoil stripping 
This method was developed in 2012 as a quick non-destructive mapping tool for features directly 
below the plough zone. The aim of stripping was to establish a spatial link between near-surface 
features and geophysical anomalies or surface scatters, without an invasive excavation. We also used 
this method to solve geo-referencing problems on MSN (see section 6.1.1). 

Evaluation 
In the cases of RB219-A1, -A4, RB231, and RB245a, archaeological features were visible on the stripped 
surface. For the surface scatters RB231 and RB245a this confirmed our assumption that a deposit must 
be within plough depth. Rectangular anomalies RB219-A1 and –A4 could also be associated with 
visible archaeological features on the stripped surface, but in these cases the intensive surface survey 
had not yielded a material scatter. The features causing rectangular anomalies RB219-A2 and -A3 
could not be seen on the stripped surface. After further excavation of a 2 x 4 m test pit, stone structure 
-A2 turned out to be buried a couple of cm deeper. -A3 was not investigated further. 

Topsoil stripping 
The plough zone was removed by a small excavator with a straight bucket at sites RB219 and 
RB231 (FIG. 6.2). Areas of 10 x 10 m were stripped at RB219-A1 and RB231, in both cases 
uncovering a complete rectangular magnetic anomaly. Rectangular anomalies RB219-A2 and A3 
were included in one stripped area of 5 x 20 m. The western part of RB219-A4 was stripped in a 
5 x 10 m area. Stripping was done manually with a pick-axe and a shovel in targeted areas of 1-
2 m2 at sites RB245a and RB243. The removed soil was searched for ceramics and other 
archaeological materials. The exposed surface was cleaned, after which it was photographed 
and documented. Finds on the exposed surface were collected separately. In some cases, we 
sampled visible features for MS measurements or radiocarbon dating. After the documentation 
was finished, the removed soil was put back. 

  

Figure 6.2. Topsoil stripping at site RB231 (foothills), October 2013. 
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Advantages 
At site RB245a, topsoil stripping yielded much more information than coring. Because of the problems 
with the measurement system (see section 6.1.1) and displacement of the Eastern Atlas gradiometry 
data we could not be sure whether a core was placed inside a geophysical anomaly. A first 1 x 1 m 
stripped area indeed yielded a sterile surface, which confirmed the displacement of the different 
datasets. A second stripped area targeted at a magnetic anomaly recorded with a repeated 
gradiometry survey, confirmed that a round feature of dark soil was present and that it could be 
associated with the protohistoric pottery recorded on the field surface. This case shows that topsoil 
stripping not only enables associations between topsoil assemblages, geophysical features and subsoil 
deposits, but also the evaluation and correction of spatial data. 

Disadvantages 
The main disadvantage of topsoil stripping is that it is not recognized as an official field method by 
Italian authorities. I describe it as a minimally invasive prospection method, since it removes only 
already disturbed soil and leaves non-ploughed layers intact. However, in the way we have applied 
topsoil stripping, it involved the displacement of considerable quantities of soil and thus looked like 
an invasive measure. Nevertheless, the authorities of the Calabrian archaeological superintendence 
did not object when we showed them the stripped level at site RB231 in autumn 2012, and in fact saw 
the advantages for our research purposes. Unless a clear agreement is reached about the status of 
topsoil stripping as a minimally invasive measure, applying this method is a legal grey area. 

Dimensions 
The dimensions of stripped areas must be adapted to the specific research questions. Small single 
geophysical anomalies can be investigated with a small, manually stripped area. Larger features such 
as the 4 x 8 m rectangular structures are better suited with an area covering the whole anomaly: the 
case of RB231 shows that only part of the feature may be visible directly below the plough zone, 
whereas other parts may be buried deeper. Stripping at surface scatters without a nearby geophysical 
anomaly seems like a shot in the dark, and we have not tried this. At several locations we established 
that the surface scatter occurs up to several meters from the associated subsurface remains.   

Recommendations 
• Topsoil stripping should be added to the repertoire of non-invasive detection methods 
• Apply topsoil stripping for the mapping of features and structures directly below the plough 

layer and for solving positioning / geo-referencing problems 

6.1.5 Archaeological and pedological test pits 
We conducted invasive research through test pits for several reasons:  

• To establish the presence and burial depth of archaeological deposits to explain surface 
manifestations and establish spatial and temporal associations between surface scatter, 
geophysical anomalies, and / or archaeological deposits; 

• To establish the source of geophysical anomalies; 
• To assess the preservation state of archaeological deposits under agricultural lynchets;  
• To obtain diagnostic feature artefacts from datable contexts; 
• To obtain ecological material as indicators of site use.  
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The soil pits at sites RB094 and RB219 had no direct archaeological goal, but helped reconstruct the 
sedimentation histories of wider areas, and therefore interpret the manifestation of the surface 
archaeology5. The goals for the soil pits were: 

• Map local soil processes and stratigraphies in greater detail than possible from coring; 
• Establish on-site micro-variation (sites RB094 and RB219); 
• Obtain soil samples for laboratory work, including spectrometry data (2012) for the 

ANAGHLIA project; 
• Document the archaeological stratigraphy in the mound near site RB073 and obtain datable 

material for C14-dating; 
• Conduct MS measurements on sections to obtain natural background data to corroborate 

the magnetic gradiometry data. 

Evaluation 
In most test pits we were able to demonstrate the presence of archaeological stratigraphy and/or 
explain the source of a geophysical anomaly. Furthermore, most test pits yielded diagnostic ceramics 
which resulted in tighter chronologies for the investigated sites; only the test and soil pits at site RB073 
did not yield any diagnostic artefacts. The typo-chronological data could be confirmed by radiocarbon 
dates from charcoal, bone and charred seeds obtained in the test pits, so that we now have well-dated 
stratigraphic contexts for our pottery assemblages. The archaeological interpretations of the test pits 
are limited, especially in the 1 x 1 m key holes, Nevertheless, they have established that the Metal Age 
sites in the Raganello basin have potential for further invasive work. 

In two cases, test pits failed to answer our questions, and even raised a couple more. The first case 
are the three pits excavated to locate the source of geophysical feature RB219-A2: the first two pits 
were placed wrong, even though repeated magnetometry surveys in the same measurement system 
guided the placement of the pits. Only the third attempt confirmed the presence of a dry-stone wall 
in uncut limestone blocks. However, the associated deposits contained both protohistoric and 
Hellenistic pottery, so that we cannot be sure of its date or its construction, nor could a satisfying 
explanation for the magnetic anomaly be given since the limestone is diamagnetic (section 5.2.5; 3.3 
in Appendix 1). The second curious case is RB219-A4; here we confirmed the presence of protohistoric 
ceramics in the excavated deposits, yet the radiocarbon dates of two of the upper layers are 
Hellenistic. Although the source of the magnetic anomaly was confirmed in a deposit of burnt clay, 
the stratigraphy and intra-site chronology in the 1 x 1 m test pit remain unclear. In any case, the test 
pits at structures RB219-A2 and -A4 show that site RB219 is a palimpsest of at least two phases. 
Additional full-scale excavations would be needed to get a complete picture of the settlement history 
of the Portieri saddle, but this was never a goal of this study. 

The soil pits at sites RB094 and RB219 served as a quick means to map near-site soil variations. The 
advantages over manual augering were that they are unaffected by the presence of stones, and they 
allow the recording of very local, subtle soil processes such as shrinkage and phenomena such as 
slickensides6. The disadvantage of soil pits is that they are more invasive than boreholes. For this 
reason, it takes more effort to get permission from field owners, and they can usually only be 

                                                            
5 The soil pit near site RB073 (uplands) is a special case because it was excavated with a partial archaeological 
aim: to document the stratigraphy above and below a volcanic ash layer, first recorded in corings. 
6 A slickenside is the surface of a crack in soil, caused by swelling (smectitic) clays. 
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excavated in periods when fields lie fallow, in summer or autumn. This means that it is difficult to plan 
them alongside an intensive coring campaign, which should preferably be carried out in wet seasons 
of winter and spring (see section 6.1.3 Coring above). 

 

Test pits and soil pits 
We excavated a total of 12 test pits, four slot trenches, and 8 soil pits. Slot trenches are 
elongated, narrow pits aimed at documenting archaeological stratigraphy in section. Two of 
these were excavated in agricultural terraces (sites RB058, RB219d); the other two were 
excavated on either side of a profile baulk across the northern wall of the structure at site RB231. 
The twelve test pits were excavated at sites RB228, RB219-A1, -A2 (3 pits), -A4, -A5 (2 pits), 
RB050, RB231, RB073, and RB130a. The pits at sites RB073 and RB130a measured 2 x 4 m; the 
pit at site RB050 was 1 x 5 m. All other pits were 1 x 1 m or 0,5 x 2 m (see Chapter 5 for the 
results of these pits). 

Excavation was done manually, using pick axes and shovels, in all cases except at sites RB231 
and RB073. At RB231 we used a small excavator (FIG. 6.2) to strip the topsoil off the whole 
rectangular feature except for a profile baulk across the northern wall (see section 5.2.5; 2.7 in 
Appendix 1). Then the digger excavated two narrow slot trenches on either side of the baulk 
until a hard layer was reached, most likely a hardened floor. Not wanting to destroy any 
structural remains without being able to document them properly, we decided to stop there. A 
small digger was also used to reopen and further deepen the manually excavated test pit at site 
RB073, in order to document and sample archaeological deposits recorded in cores at a depth 
of 2 m (see section 5.3.3; 6.2 in Appendix 1). The rich clay content of the soils at RB073 caused 
the sections of this reopened pit to be smeared by the crane, which in the dried out soils was 
impossible to repair by manual cleaning of the sections. Nevertheless, we were able to 
document archaeological deposits in the lower part of the pit and take soil samples.  

Documentation of the test pits was done with section and level drawings at a scale of 1:10 and 
with photographs of sections and levels. The properties of single stratigraphic contexts were 
recorded on context record sheets. Pit corners, levels and section pins were recorded with the 
TS in local measurement systems. Undiagnostic finds were collected per stratigraphic context, 
while diagnostic finds were individually measured in and collected separately. A separate find 
labelling system was used for stratigraphic finds, to distinguish them from survey finds.  

The soil pits at sites RB094 and RB219 were excavated with a small mechanical excavator. The 
soil pit near site RB073 was excavated by hand, using pick axes and shovels. Botanical bulk 
samples were taken from all archaeological contexts in pits larger than 1 x 1 m. These were 
processed in Groningen and analysed by archaeobotanist Arnoud Maurer MA. All bone material 
was collected and determined under supervision of archaeozoologists dr. Wietske Prummel, dr. 
Canan Çakirlar and Arjan Hullegie MA. MS samples were taken from selected contexts and from 
sections, and analysed in Groningen and Mainz by dr. Kayt Armstrong. 
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Discussion 
The test pits were crucial for our research to study the associations between surface and subsurface 
remains, but the amount of information retrieved from them greatly depended on their dimensions. 
The initial 1 x 1 m pits were useful for confirming the presence of archaeological deposits, obtaining 
datable material and samples, but did not allow to interpret stratigraphy and site formation processes. 
Depths of more than 80 cm are very difficult to reach as there is no room for wielding pick axes and 
shovels. In the Maddalena catchment such key holes would in all cases have been insufficient to map 
the deep archeological stratigraphies. At RB219-A1 and -A4 the natural subsoil was indeed reached 
within this range, but at -A2 the pit had to be elongated to reach the base of the stone wall. The 
elongated slot trenches at sites RB050, RB058, RB219d and RB228 are more practical for documenting 
stratigraphies, but at 50 cm they are too narrow for photographic documentation.   

The 4 x 2 m areas we were permitted to excavate in 2013, were better suited for our purposes. From 
a practical point of view, these dimensions are ideal: depths of 2m can be reached by hand within a 
few days, and the exposed surfaces permit archaeological interpretation of sections and features. For 
instance, the tilting layers in the soil pit at site RB073 could be only reconstructed because of the 
dimensions of the pit, and the grey feature US 7 and the potsherd pavement US 16 in the test pit at 
site RB130 were recognized because their extent could be established in plan. Although a maximum 4 
x 4 m areas were allowed in 2013, this would have cost us much more time to reach a certain depth.  

Our sampling procedures evolved during the project. The early pits excavated in 2011 were indeed 
‘test pits’, in the sense that we were still finding out about the research potential of the investigated 
sites. In these 1 x 1 m pits (FIG. 4.8) we sampled for soil laboratory studies and micromorphology, but 
not for botanical remains, as we felt the limited pit dimensions would tell us too little about the site 
to give context to the results from ecological samples. Unfortunately, this meant that we also did not 
sample for ecological remains which could have yielded more precise C14-dates than the charcoal we 
eventually used to date sites RB228 and RB219: the single-season rachis fragments we later obtained 
from sites RB073, RB115a and RB130 allow a much narrower chronology. From 2012 onwards, we had 
protocols for soil, geophysical and ecological sampling, and for repeating geophysical survey on 
exposed excavated surfaces. Intensive sampling procedures caused a bottleneck, especially the 
gridded MS sampling on sections and levels to which we resorted after the mobile MS-meter 
malfunctioned. Nevertheless, the amount of information about local site formation processes, 
detectability, chronology and subsistence extracted from these samples underline that they are 
worthwhile. 

Recommendations 
• 4 x 2m dimensions are ideal for the aims stated above; anything smaller reduces the 

reachable depth, while anything bigger is too time-consuming. 
• Make clear protocols for sampling and measurements, this minimizes frustrations caused by 

the sampling / TS / geophysics bottleneck. 
• Even if ecological reconstruction is not aimed for, analyse soil samples for datable vegetation 

material; rachis fragments from one-season plants provide a more secure radiocarbon 
dating option than charcoal or bone. 
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6.1.6 Material studies 
The material studies played a supportive role in our methodological studies. We did not have 
methodological goals in this area, but in hindsight some observations can be made about the role of 
material studies in regional archaeological studies. The aims of material studies in the RLPI project 
were: 

• To establish more precise chronologies for the sample sites; 
• Obtain a better understanding of assemblages and co-occurrence of ware groups; 
• Establish whether artefact categories and co-occurrence inform of activities on-site. 

Evaluation 
The ‘storage vessel sites’ in the foothills proved to be suitable for the goals stated above. These sites 
yielded more diagnostic feature fragments, which allow a robust date in the FBA-EIA. Interestingly, 
there are almost no typical RBA forms in any of these sites, which indicates that the last phase of the 
LBA had a very different settlement system from the preceding one. The co-occurrence of fine table 
wares such as drinking cups and bowls together with coarse wares and storage vessels confirms that 
most storage vessel sites had multiple functions, including cooking, consumption and storage (FIG. 
6.3). However, a few sites yielded only dolio a cordoni o fasce fragments. This could be accidental, or 
these sites were only used for storage.  

In other site classes such observations 
are more problematic. A 100% Total 
Station re-survey of rich foothill 
impasto site RB047, for instance, 
yielded a number of feature sherds, 
but none of these were typo-
chronologically datable. The majority 
of investigated sites in the ‘simple 
upland impasto site’ class did not yield 
any datable material at all. Except for 
site RB214, where a Chalcolithic sherd 
and a RBA horned handle were found, 
the other sites in this class yielded 
strongly abraded wall fragments and 
generic Metal Age forms. This 
difference may have to do with 
different conservation properties at 
site RB214, which is one of the few 

small upland sites not located in the Maddalena valley, but it may also argue for different site 
characters. As it seems now, simple upland sites RB073 and RB173 are the result of extended 
occupation layers or material dumps rather than settlement deposits. 

The ‘rich upland sites’, by contrast, did yield relatively large numbers of datable diagnostics. At site 
RB130a, MBA fine wares from the excavated contexts confirm the date of the surface scatter. The fact 
that here, too, fine table wares occur together with coarser fabrics and larger forms such as would 

Figure 6.3. Dolio cordonato o a fasce fragment with typical triple relief 
bands, found at rich storage vessel site RB050. 
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have been used for cooking or storage, suggest that this site was not just an incidental shepherd’s 
stopover. Similar observations were made in the assemblage of site RB121. 

As already mentioned in section 6.1.2, the RLPI surveys confirmed that lithic artefacts occur on all 
investigated Metal Age sites; while the experimental surveys have shown that there is a diffuse 
distribution of lithic artefacts throughout the research area. Most of these are flakes of which very 
little can be said in terms of function or date. The obsidian fragments are mostly flakes or blades, and 
their co-occurrence with impasto pottery suggests that they belong to the Metal Age assemblages. 
That these flakes could be the sole remains of Neolithic activity seems unlikely since Italian Neolithic 

pottery is generally not of lower quality than 
Bronze Age impasto, and would probably 
have been preserved under the same 
circumstances (like in the Bova Marina 
surveys in southern Calabria; Foxhall et al. 
2007). Use-wear traces on a blade and a 
perforator, both tentatively dated to the 
Neolithic, found at site RB121 suggest that 
hides or leather were worked here (see 
section 5.2.4; 7.1 in Appendix 1). The scarcity 
of tools, however, has prevented us from 
doing any more use-wear analysis.  

Some questions could not be answered. 
‘Speckled ware’, which occurs at the surface 
all over the Monte San Nicola, at site RB204a-
c, and in some of the sites on the Monte 

Sellaro, could not be dated (FIG. 6.4). The association with protohistoric impasto strongly suggests 
that this thick ware is a type of protohistoric storage vessel, but so far we have only one diagnostic 
feature fragment. This rim fragment, found on the Monte San Nicola but not in one of the ceramic 
scatters, has Iron Age parallels and thus may be a little later than the FBA/EIA ceramics from sites 
RB216, RB233 and RB245. To confirm the association, however, an excavated context is needed. 

Discussion 
Firstly, our increased knowledge of Metal Age material has contributed to the information we can 
extract from finds assemblages. A review of the RAP material in storage showed that some material 
categories were often not recognized, or recorded, as pre- or protohistoric. This concerns dolii a 
cordoni o fasce, but also hand-formed figulina wares in depurated, light coloured clay such as proto-
geometric pottery. Awareness of the dolio a cordoni o fasce category grew after a few RAP campaigns 
in the Contrada Damale, but a considerable number of dolio sherds remained overlooked, both in the 
field and in finds processing. We did, however, do a restudy of the RAP finds during the RLPI project, 
and were able to distinguish dolio a cordoni fragments in previously overlooked assemblages. An 
additional problem was that the material classification used for finds processing, adopted from 
surveys in Lazio, did not include a separate category for dolio, nor for pre- or protohistoric figulina 
(depurated fine) wares. In the RLPI these classes were added, but this causes problems for the 
integration of the finds databases of both projects: in the RAP database, such wares cannot be 
searched for.  

Figure 6.4. ' Speckled ware' fragment found at site RB204b in 
the foothills. 
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The LBA-EIA figulina wares are difficult to distinguish from wheel-turned wares in depurated clays 
from later periods. They usually have painted decoration, but this wears off easily. Fragments which 
end up in the plough zone therefore are very unlikely to be recognized as protohistoric ware; the same 
evidently goes for Neolithic depurated wares. During the RLPI we recorded proto-geometric wares at 
rich storage vessel sites RB050 and RB228. The fact that we did not recognize any LBA figulina in the 
RAP surveys, but are now confirmed at intensively investigated sites in the Contrada Damale, calls into 
question the complete absence of other pre-colonization depurated clay wares. It is not inconceivable 
that we have not recognized Neolithic painted wares or IA matt-painted pottery among the survey 
finds. Likewise, it is also possible that the lack of Archaic sites in the RAP catalogue can be attributed 
to this problem of recognition, since abraded figulina wares from this period may have been 
overlooked. Therefore, it would be interesting to investigate whether there are other methods for 
identifying certain ware classes, apart from the traditional classification based on diagnostic features. 
Archaeometric analysis of ceramics, such as petrographic studies through thin slices or chemical 
analysis through X-ray fluorescence (XRF), are still rarely applied to pre- and protohistoric pottery. 
However, the studies by Richard Jones and Sara Levi (1999) on fabric structure in hand-formed 
protohistoric ceramics and slow-wheel turned dolia in the Sibaritide show that this field has potential. 

Recommendations 
• Develop additional analytical strategies to identify pre- and protohistoric ceramics 
• Adapt finds categories to research area, or be flexible about adding new classes 
• Include lithic studies in the research of Metal Age land use 
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6.2 Site classification  
Here the use of the site classification as a methodological tool is assessed. The site classification design 
and its justification are discussed in section 4.3.2. We used this site classification as a tool to guide our 
fieldwork campaigns, following a stratified sampling approach. This sampling approach was stratified 
but not random, since we depended on field owner consent and logistic limitations. Moreover, we did 
not investigate all strata (site classes). Nevertheless, the stratified sampling was important for 
investigating the diverse aspects of Metal Age presence in the Raganello basin and avoiding to study 
a biased site sample. Even if we spent most of our time and effort in the Contrada Damale because 
we had relatively easy access to fields and the results were encouraging here, the approach forced us 
to move beyond the ‘comfort zone’ of the foothills and investigate more challenging locations. 

The site classification will be assessed in two ways: firstly, I will review whether the classification as a 
guiding principle ‘worked’ for its main purpose, namely avoiding a biased study of Metal Age remains 
(section 6.2.1). Secondly, I will assess the classification in itself by the outcomes of our field research; 
in other words, if the site classes make any sense. This will be done on two levels: an assessment of 
the criteria on which the classification is based (section 6.2.4), and an assessment of class membership 
(section 6.2.5).  

6.2.1 Site classification as a research tool 
In section 4.3.1, I proposed three advantages of using a stratified sampling approach following a site 
classification for the mitigation of research biases: it reduces the chances of blank spaces on the map, 
it reduces disproportionate representation of dominant aspects within a population (the site 
catalogue), and it allows to integrate different research scales. I will assess our study insofar as we 
have profited from these advantages.  

These choices imply that we expected to be able to detect similarities between the members of each 
site class based on the assemblage. Similarly, we expected to detect differences between site classes 
with ‘rich’ or ‘poor’ assemblages. It is important to state what exactly these expectations were, in 
order to evaluate whether the site classes were useful. Our expectations were limited since we knew 
we would not be able to reach strong interpretations of sites and buried deposits without full-fledged 
excavations. For the ‘simple’ (poor) impasto scatters, I expected the finds from the re-surveys and test 
pits to be equally unarticulated, in the sense that only a limited range of vessel forms would be 
present. For the ‘rich’ impasto and impasto / dolio scatters, I expected to confirm a wide range of 
vessel forms, from thin fine wares to coarse storage and cooking wares, possibly also with other finds 
categories which we had not recorded in the RAP surveys. 

These expectations were confirmed for all investigated site classes except for the simple foothills 
impasto scatter class. In this class we sampled two members, sites RB070 and RB114, both of which 
turned out to include dolio a cordoni o fasce fragments and thus had to be re-allocated to another site 
class (see for a further discussion of the re-allocations section 6.2.5 below). However, we also 
discovered three new scatters (sites RB194, RB251 and RB252) which fit the parameters of the simple 
impasto scatter class. These new examples are now the only confirmed and investigated member of 
this stratum. Admittedly, our sample size was too low, plus we sampled only in the Contrada Damale 
and not in the Pietra Catania area, which most likely affected the results for this site class.  
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Inevitably, intensive research of members of strata may lead to tweaking in the original site 
classification design, the re-allocation of members to other strata, or to the complete abandonment 
of the original design. This last option was not necessary, but some minor changes were needed. These 
changes and their implications for the site classes will be addressed here. 

6.2.2 Blank spaces and representation of dominant aspects 
Regarding the first and second point, we profited only partly from the sampling approach because we 
were not completely free in the selection of our fieldwork targets (see also section 4.3.1). First of all, 
we did not investigate all selected strata, resulting in an underrepresentation of the mountain zone. 
Thus, even though we intended otherwise, we were unable to fully advert the ‘mountain bias’ 
discussed in section 3.2.5. Moreover, we caused a bias by our focus on the Contrada Damale, where 
we had easy access to fields and encouraging geophysical and archaeological results from the first 
2011 campaign onwards. In technical terms, the ‘sensitivity’ or detection probability of the site classes 
in the Contrada Damale was so much higher than we expected on the basis of the RAP surveys, that it 
merited disproportionate sampling. On the other hand, limited access also resulted in the under-
sampling of the simple impasto scatter class: a potentially important part of the spatial distribution of 
this stratum was omitted by not investigating the Pietra Catania area, where the majority of members 
of this class is situated but where site access was problematic. However, since the Pietra Catania 
cluster did not form a separate stratum in the classification, this does not disqualify the sampling 
approach. 

6.2.3 Scaled approach 
The first step in the scaled approach consisted of the comparison and integration of data obtained 
within a single stratum (i.e., from the singular to the plural level). This means a review of how much 
detail documented in individual sites can be extrapolated to the whole group (the site class). Only the 
predefined criteria for each group can lead to exclusion from this step and to alterations in either the 
classification criteria for each class (see section 6.2.4) or to changes in class membership (section 
6.2.5). Thus, when new data is added that was not used as a classifying parameter, we see that not all 
site detail can be extrapolated to group level. For instance, geophysical data shows that some, but not 
all, ‘storage vessel sites’ are associated with a rectangular feature (Table 6.1). While we may suspect 
that all members of this class are related to a rectangular building, we cannot exclude the possibility 
that these were not burned and thus not detectable, or that some of these surface scatters are in fact 
produced by a secondary deposit of habitation refuse, such as site RB219a. Therefore, the variety of 
local detail is too large to allow extrapolation of other detail than the initial site class parameters. 

The scaled approach does, however, allow to make extrapolations on larger scales. The level of 
landscape zone permits to review the site classification on the basis of these zones, and invites further 
research of similar areas. To use the rectangular features again, zooming out to the scale of landscape 
zone shows that these features only occur in part of the foothills. Moreover, our resurveys have 
confirmed that both storage vessel sites and rectangular features only occur in the Contrada Damale, 
while we know from the excavations at Timpone della Motta that dolii a cordoni e fasce also occur 
there (Attema et al. 2000; Elevelt 2002). We have no geophysical data to corroborate the presence of 
rectangular features at the Timpone della Motta. At the scale of landscape zone, the distribution of 
site classes thus yields insight in location, but potentially also in the mechanisms of site preservation 
under certain circumstances. Thus, the fact that all members of the ‘rich upland impasto site’ class 
occur in a debris slope at the base of a limestone rock face can be investigated as the result of location 
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preference, but also of site preservation circumstances. These observations allow to look beyond the 
borders of the Raganello basin to select similar landscape zones where such site types may be present.   

On an even larger scale, we detected chronological patterns of human activity (see Chapter 9), but 
also assess the effect of geological background and post-depositional processes on the detection and 
preservation of archaeological remains. The low number of Metal Age sites in the marine terraces can 
partly be attributed to the strong erosion of the silty soils, but also to the poor detectability of 
anthropogenic activity by geophysical means here, caused by the background noise of the 
conglomerates. The clusters of Metal Age sites at the highest marine terraces, Monte San Nicola and 
Monte Spirito Santo, as well as other known archaeological sites in the wider Sibaritide, indicate that 
this geological zone was not void of human activity. Likewise, our investigations in the Maddalena 
valley show that archaeological ‘sites’ in such erosive basins may not represent habitations at all, but 
secondary deposits of discarded material. At this level, our results have implications for research in 
similar landscapes. 

6.2.4 Classification criteria 
The rich upland site class underwent some adjustments based on location. Initially, the members of 
this class were selected by their assemblage and their location in the broad upland zone. During our 
research we recognized another particularity to these two sites: in contrast to the simple impasto 
upland scatters, both are located on a debris slope at the foot of a steep limestone cliff. This parameter 
was added to the stratum selection criteria. Consequently, one member of the a-typical site class could 
be allocated to this new set of criteria: site RB115a ‘Terra Masseta’. Originally this site was defined as 
a-typical because of its remote location in a small valley halfway up the Serra del Gufo, with views of 
Contrada Portieri and the coastal plain, and not in the upland valley. The local situation and 
assemblage similarities between site RB115a, RB121 and RB130 were so strong that we decided to 
adjust our definition of ‘upland zone’ to include the Valle della Vite as well.  

The two investigated ‘rich storage vessel sites’ confirmed the expectations about these assemblages 
as compared to the less variable simple storage vessel scatters. In the uplands, the distinction between 
the assemblages of rich and simple impasto scatters was also confirmed. The two rich upland impasto 
sites, RB121 ‘Timpa Sant’Angelo’ and RB130 ‘Mandroni di Maddalena’, yielded a broad range of fine 
and coarse impasto wares. New datable diagnostic fragments from site RB121 reveal that the richness 
of this site is an expression of a long occupation history which spans the Middle Neolithic to the LBA7. 
At site RB130, the richness can be interpreted as an expression of function: there is stratigraphic 
evidence for three subsequent MBA habitation phases in which fine table ware, cooking pots and 
storage jars were used. None of the investigated ‘small impasto upland scatters’ yielded similar 
ceramics. Indeed, the test pit in simple upland site RB073 resulted in distinct occupation layers but 
none of these contained much pottery, let alone fine wares. 

6.2.5 Class membership 
Re-surveys and material studies of RAP-finds resulted in the re-allocation of two simple impasto 
foothill scatters (sites RB070 and RB114) to the simple storage vessel site class. Furthermore, site 
RB114 was divided into four discrete storage vessel scatters. Besides, the re-survey of simple storage 

                                                            
7 See Ippolito forthcoming for a study of the pottery found at RB121 and RB130, and the chronology of these 
sites. 
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vessel site RB113 in Portieri had an opposite result: it was deconstructed into five discrete scatters, 
two of which fitted the parameters of the simple impasto site class (sites RB251 and RB252). A third 
simple impasto site was recorded high up in the Contrada Damale, at site RB194. Therefore, the utility 
of the site class was indeed confirmed, albeit by new members. 

The rich storage vessel site class also obtained a new member, site RB228. In fact, the assemblage of 
this site is richer than any of the original members of this class: it now includes a horse figurine, a 
murex shell, and fragments of bronze ingot, none of which were recorded in any other site in the 
Raganello basin. Furthermore, fine and coarse impasto wares, a variety of dolio a cordoni fabrics, and 
proto-geometric figulina fragments were found at site RB228. The other member of this class at which 
a test pit was excavated, site RB050, also yielded a broad range of impasto wares, multiple dolio a 
cordoni fabrics and proto-geometric figulina pottery.  

Finally, three newly discovered sites were allocated to a site class we had not investigated: the 
funereal sites. Although we have no definitive proof, the combined results of re-surveys, 
magnetometry and topsoil stripping on the north lobe of MSN strongly suggests that new sites RB216, 
RB233 and RB245 have to be identified as cremation pits (see also section 7.5.2). 

6.3 Summary 
Fine-tuning field methods for the detection and study of small-scale Metal Age remains increases our 
understanding of non-centralized settlement patterns and short-lived activity foci. In combination 
with a controlled dataset and a robust site classification (section 6.2), such adapted methods increase 
the interpretative potential of regional datasets.  In this chapter, I have illustrated this with a review 
of the results of the high-resolution archaeological field methods used in the RLPI project, as compared 
to the legacy data produced by the RAP surveys. The advances of very intensive field studies such as 
these can be summarized in three related key points:  

a) accurate positioning and delimitation of surface artefact concentrations;  
b) insight in local site formation processes (natural and anthropogenic) by minimally invasive 

research;  
c) increased knowledge of detectable expressions of pre- and protohistoric activity, both in a 

material sense (artefacts, building remains, other deposits) and in geophysical features.  

The results we obtained in each of these three realms are encouraging for studies of similar agro-
pastoralist communities in different parts of the Italian peninsula and beyond. Recommendations are 
given for future research, as a contribution to methodological development in the study of Metal Age 
societies. These recommendations contain a few warnings based on our experiences in the Raganello 
basin. Special emphasis is put on the importance of accurate positioning and controlled measurement 
systems (section 6.1.1), the intensity of field walking survey and site definition (6.1.2), and ‘hidden 
artefacts’ such as lithics and fine pottery wares. In the next chapter, I will put the spotlight on the 
added value of interdisciplinary research and the integration of different datasets. 


